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We define strong amenability for subfactors of type III0 as a special case of a
general strong amenability type property (called strong injectivity) for subfactors.
Using the ‘‘relative’’ flow of weights for subfactors, we then give a complete
classification of strongly amenable subfactors of type III0 .  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The complete classification of injective factors by their ConnesTakesaki
flow of weights is a landmark of operator algebra theory. This task
completed, it is natural to try to push the theory further. Three directions
of generalization have already been very successful. One is Elliott’s
program on classification of simple amenable C*-algebras; another is the
analysis of non-injective von Neumann algebras, initiated by Voiculescu.
The third, which is the subject here, is Popa’s classification of inclusions of
factors satisfying a condition similar to injectivity, namely the classification
of strongly amenable subfactors [19, 20, 22].
We are especially interested in the classification problem for inclusions of
type III-factors. In this case, we have a complete classification for strongly
amenable subfactors of type III*(0<*<1), due to Loi [16] and Popa
[21], and also for subfactors of type III1 with finite depth (which implies
strong amenability by [19]), a complete classification was given by Popa
[22]. It was shown in [28] that one can define an invariantcalled the
relative flow of weightsfor subfactors, which is similar to (and generalizes)
the ConnesTakesaki flow of weights, and that the above mentioned
classification results for subfactors can be stated in terms of this invariant.
It was further conjectured that the relative flow of weights is a complete
invariant for all strongly amenable subfactors of type III.
In this paper, we prove the conjecture for subfactors of type III0 . In the
special case of a single factor, the proof reduces to an argument by Connes
[3], in fact the general case is solved by combining Connes’ argument with
Popa’s theory of strongly amenable subfactors of type II1 , and the theory
of (approximately inner) automorphisms on subfactors (cf. [16, 27]. As
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pointed out in [28] many examples of type III0-subfactors were already
known (cf. e.g., [12]), and they are all contained in this classification.
However we first need to explain exactly what we mean by strong
amenability for a subfactor of type III0 . We discuss a general property
(that we call strong injectivity) of this type for all subfactors satisfying the
‘‘common flow’’ condition. In fact, there is a simple and reasonable way to
define strong amenability for such subfactors even in the type III-case
except the type III0-case, namely by demanding strong amenability of the
type II subfactor sitting in a common discrete or continuous decomposi-
tion. We show that strong injectivity coincides with the usual concept of
strong amenability for the type III*(0<*1) cases.
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION
In this section, we include for the convenience of the reader the definition
of the relative flow. We also establish the notations of the paper.
Let M$N be an inclusion of factors with finite index (cd. [11, 13, 15])
and let E be the normal faithful conditional expectation of M onto N
chosen as the trace-preserving one if M is semifinite, and as the minimal
one (cf. [6, 7]) otherwise. Note that, to avoid trivialities, we do not consider
the case of M$N being type I in this paper (this case was anyway completely
clarified in [15]).
Choose a normal semifinite faithful weight , on N, and put
0==, b E, and k= b E1 b } } } b Ek , k1,
where Ek : Mk  Mk&1 are the conditional expectations in the Jones tower
NMM1 M2  } } } arising from (M$N, E), cd. [11]. Thus k is a
normal semifinite faithful weight on Mk satisfying
_kt |Mk&1=_
k&1
t , t # R
for all k. Hence with
N =N <_ , R, M k=Mk <_ ,k R, k0
we get a ‘‘crossed product’’ of the Jones tower by R as
N M M 1 M 2  } } }
and on this new tower we have the dual actions %k given by
%ks =(_
k)7s , s # R.
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By Takesaki duality, we get back to the Jones tower of M$N by taking
the crossed products of M k by %k. In particular, M and N always have the
common continuous decomposition
(M$N)$(M <% R$N <% R),
where %=%0.
Assuming M and N are both of type III* for some * # [0, 1], we have
[1] if *=0
S0(M)=S0(N)={[*m : n # Z] if 0<*<1R+ if *=1.
Then the (relative) flow of weights of M$N is defined as the pair
(PM$N, FM$N) where
PM$N=[(M k & N $)$(M k & M $)]k=0
and FM$N is the action of S0(N)_R+ on PM$N given by
FM$Ng, t =[%
k
&log(gt) |M k & N $]

k=0, g # S0(N), t # R+.
Note that when M=N then the above reduces to the ConnesTakesaki
flow of weights of N. Also, when M$N is of type III0 , then FM$N is just
an action of R+ on P
M$N (for examples of this situation cf. [12]).
We shall assume that M$N has the common flow property, i.e.,
Z(M )=Z(N ).
It follows that M and N have conjugate flow of weights (in the classical
sense of [5]); in particular, S0(M)=S0(N) by [24, 9.6], and if M (hence
N) is hyperfinite, then M and N are isomorphic by [4, 14].
Our assumption also implies that
Z(M k)=Z(N ), k1.
This can be seen (for k=1, say) by considering a modular conjugation
J of M , which commutes with the Jones projection, and observing that
Z(M )=JZ(M ) J=JZ(N )=Z(M 1).
Hence we obtain a common central disintegration of all the inclusions in
the Jones tower of M $N :
(M k $N )=|

X
(M k(|)$N (|)) d+(|), k0, (1)
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where [M k(|)$N (|)]| # X is a measurable field of von Neumann algebras,
which are factors of type II (in fact, type II unless M$N is finite) almost
everywhere.
Consider now the case where M and N are infinite. As explained in [17,
p. 226], when E denotes the canonical choice of a conditional expectation
of M onto N such that E |M=E, then { b E ={ where { is the trace on
M $N satisfying { b (_) 7s =e&s{, s # R. It follows that, with central
disintegrations
{=|

X
{| d+(|)
and
E =|

X
E | d+(|)
we have
{| b E |={| , a.a. | # X, (2)
so that a.e. M (|)$N (|) splits into an inclusion of type II1-factors tensor
B(l2). Strong amenability in the sense of Popa [20] for this type II -
inclusion then means that the type II1-inclusion is strongly amenable (cf.
[19]). As this last inclusion is extremal and has the same higher relative
commutants as M (|)$N (|), it follows from [19, 5.3.1] that strong
amenability of M (|)$N (|) is equivalent to strong amenability of its
(opposite) standard invariant, viz.
[M k(|) & N (|)$ M k(|) & M (|)$]k=0 (3)
This is exactly the property that we need to classify M$N, as we shall
now see.
3. STRONG AMENABILITY FOR SUBFACTORS
The concept of amenability for factors of type II1 was introduced by
Connes and it can be phrased as the existence of a hypertrace on the factor.
In [19, 3.1.1], Popa generalized the notion to type II1 -subfactors. For the
convenience of the reader, we restate Popa’s definition below, together with
(a slight generalization of) the representation theory involved.
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Definition 3.1. (S. Popa). Let
M $
=
N
M $
E
N
be inclusions of von Neumann algebras with normal faithful conditional
expectations E : M  N and E : M  N satisfying E |M=E. Assume also
that span(MN)=M. Then the above commuting square is called a (non-
degenerate) representation of (M$N, E) in (M$N, E). Assume that
M, N are separable factors and that Index(E)<, and let (Mk)k1 be its
Jones tower (cf. [11]). Then the representation above is called smooth if
Mk & N$=Mk & N$ for all k1.
If, in particular, M$N are factors of type II1 with trace-preserving
conditional expectation E, and the square above is a smooth representation
of M$N, then an M-hypertrace on M is a state , on M such that MM,
and , b E=,. If an M-hypertrace exists for any smooth representation of
M$N, then M$N is called amenable.
In [19, 3.2.2], Popa generalizes the argument of Connes showing the
equivalence of property E and amenability for type II1-factors. This motivates
the following general definition of amenability for inclusions of algebras:
Definition 3.2. (S. Popa, cf. [22]). Let E : M  N be a normal faithful
conditional expectation of a separable von Neumann algebra M onto its
sub-von Neumann algebra N. Then (M$N, E) is called amenable if for
each smooth representation of (M$N, E) in (M$N, E), there exists a
conditional expectation $ : M  M such that the diagram
M
=
N
$ $ | N
M E N
commutes.
Of course, when M=N, we get amenability (i.e., injectivity) in the classical
sense.
With this terminology, [19, 3.2.2] means that amenability of II1-subfactors
can in fact be defined as above. A link between the finite and the properly
infinite cases of the above definition is provided by the following
Lemma 3.3. Let A$B be an inclusion of separable II1 -factors with finite
index, and let F be the separable type I -factor. Then, with respect to
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trace-preserving conditional expectations, A$B is amenable if and only if
AF$BF is amenable.
Proof. Assume first that A$B is amenable and AF$BF is
smoothly represented in (M$N, E). Then A$B is also smoothly
represented in (M$N, E), so we may choose an expectation $ : M  A
which intertwines E and the trace-preserving conditional expectation of A
onto B. Since FNM we have
(MF$NF, E1)$(M$N, E).
Under this isomorphism, $1 now gives the amenability of
AF$BF.
Conversely, assume AF$BF is amenable and A$B is smoothly
represented in (M$N, E1), so that we can choose the conditional
expectation $ : MF  AF by the amenability of AF$BF. Now,
by [1, 2.3], such an expectation is always of the form $=$0 1 for some
conditional expectation $0: M  A. The same is true for the (canonical,
tracepreserving) expectation of AF onto BF. Therefore, $0 is the
desired expectation showing amenability of A$B.
Note. In [20], a subfactor AF$BF as above is called strongly
amenable if A$B is so.
From now on, we adopt the notations of Sect. 2. In particular we assume
that M$N has the common flow property, and we have chosen the condi-
tional expectation E, so we do not specify it.
Lemma 3.4. The inclusion M $N is amenable if and only if M$N is so.
Proof. There are two main ingredients in the proof, namely the exist-
ence of (nonnormal) conditional expectations F and F $ such that
M wwF M$M <% R ww
F $ M
E E E
N ww N$N <% R ww N
commutes, and the fact that in this diagram, M$N and M $N are
smoothly imbedded in each other (as crossed products). With these two
facts, the argument is straightforward from the definition. The first follows
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by considering R with the discrete topology (hence as a discrete amenable
group). The last follows from the identity
(Mk & N$)$(M k & N $)%
k
, k0
together with Takesaki duality.
Definition 3.5. (i) M$N is said to have constant ergodic core if
there is an |0 # X such that
(M (|)$N (|))$(M (|0)$N (|0)) for almost every | # X
and moreover, with P=M (|0) and Q=N (|0), the type II1-subfactor
associated to P$Q has ergodic core in the sense of [19, 1.4.2], i.e.,
k Pk & P$ is a factor.
(ii) If M$N is amenable and has constant ergodic core then M$N
is said to be strongly injective.
(iii) If M$N is strongly injective of type III0 , then we say that
M#N is strongly amenable.
Note here that the isomorphism class of M $N depends only on that of
M$N, so that by the uniqueness of the central disintegration (1), this is
indeed well defined.
Note also that if M=N, strong injectivity is the same as injectivity (cf.
Definition 3.2). From this point of view, Theorem 3.7 is a partial analogue
of [4, 6.5]. A full analogue requires a solution to the following
Problem 3.6. Find a global version of ‘‘ergodic core’’ for M$N which,
together with injectivity of M$N, implies constant ergodic core of M$N.
Theorem 3.7. Let notation be as above. Then M#N is strongly injective
if and only if M (|)$N (|) is strongly amenable (in the sense of the note
after Lemma 3.3) for almost every | # X.
Proof. The claim is obvious from [19] if M$N is of type II1 , so we
assume that M$N is properly infinite.
Assume first that M$N is strongly injective. Then there is an inclusion
P$Q of type II-factors such that
(M $N )=|

X
(P$Q) d+(|)$(P$Q)L(X, +).
Further, P$Q has ergodic core and (by Lemma 3.4) M $N is amenable.
We must show that P$Q is amenable; then from Lemma 3.3 (cf. also the
note after that Lemma) it will follow that P$Q is strongly amenable and
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hence the claim. However, if P$Q is smoothly represented in (M$N, E),
then so is (M $N , E ) in (ML(X )$L(X ), E1). Hence we have
conditional expectations $ : ML(X )  M such that the left part of the
diagram
MB(L2(X )) ww$ M $PL(X ) ww= P
E 1 E V E 0
NB(L2(X )) ww N $QL(X ) ww Q
commutes. In the right half, E 0 is the fiber part of E , i.e., E =E 0 1, and
= is a Fubini type conditional expectation in the crossed product coming
from some state ‘ on L(X ), i.e.,
=(xy)=x‘( y), x # P, y # L(X ).
Then clearly the right part of the diagram also commutes. Now as P$Q
is contained in M$N we have
(M$N, E)$(MB(L2(X ))$NB(L2(X )), E1)
so that the above double square really gives the desired expectation of
(M$N, E) onto (P$Q, E 0).
Next, observe first that as (M (|)$N (|))| # X is a measurable field of
inclusions, so is the family [(M k|) & N (|)$)$(M k(|) & M (|)$)]| # X of
their standard invariants; however by the ergodicity of the dual action and
the finite dimension of the higher relative commutants this last field is
constant almost everywhere. So if M (|)$N (|) is strongly amenable for
almost every | # X then they are isomorphic almost everywhere (say to the
inclusion P$Q) due to the classification [19, 5.1.1] of strongly amenable
subfactors by their standard invariant. Thus M$N has constant ergodic
core. Finally we must prove that M $N (hence M$N by Lemma 3.4) is
amenable. By our assumption and Lemma 3.3, P$Q is amenable. Using
the amenability of L(X ) we can now derive the amenability of M $N
from that of P$Q by the same kind of argument that we used in the first
half of the proof.
In particular, all we can say about strongly amenable subfactors applies
to the case of low index:
Corollary 3.8. Any inclusion of hyperfinite factors with index 4 and
the common flow property, is strongly injective. (Index here means index of
the canonical expectation on the inclusion, cf. the beginning of Sect. 2.)
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Proof. Let M$N be such an inclusion. If M$N is of type II1 then this
is just [19, 5.1.2]. The general case then follows from Theorem 3.7, as the
index of almost every M (|)$N (|) is equal to that of M$N.
We now demonstrate that strong injectivity is the same as strong
amenability in all the cases where the last was defined by Popa.
Examples 3.9. If M$N is of type II, then Eq. (1) reads
(M k $N )$(Mk $N)L(R),
so by Theorem 3.7 we have that M$N is strongly injective if and only if
the constant field M$N is strongly amenable (in Popa’s sense, cf. the note
after Lemma 3.4).
The type III1-case is similarly simple as Z(M )=C in this case, and strong
amenability of M$N means strong amenability of the type II -subfactor in
the continuous decomposition; this subfactor is conjugate to M $N .
Finally for M$N of type III*(0<*<1) we see from Theorem 3.1 of
[28] that
(M k & N $)$(Pk & Q$)L(0, log *&1)
where P$Q is the type II-subfactor sitting in the common discrete decom-
position; the existence of such a decomposition follows from our assumption
on common flow for M and N (cf. [18]), in fact the last component in the
tensor product above is exactly this common flow. Comparing with Eq. (1)
strong injectivity of M$N means strong amenability of P$Q, which is
exactly the usual (ad hoc) definition of strong amenability of M$N.
We will return to further aspects of the above general theory elsewhere.
For the rest of this paper we concentrate on applying the ‘‘new’’ (i.e., the
type III0-)part of it to the classification problem for subfactors.
4. STRONGLY AMENABLE SUBFACTORS OF TYPE III0
We keep the notations of the previous sections, but from now on the
subfactor M$N is assumed to be strongly amenable of type III0 . By
theorem 3.7 we see that under this assumption, [M (|)$N (|)]| # X is a
field of type II-subfactors which are a.e. strongly amenable and isomorphic1
to say, P$Q. Hence
(M $N )$(P$Q)L(X, +), (4)
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so the ‘‘relative’’ flow space is the standard invariant of P$Q tensor the
classical space L(X, +). Throwing away a subset of measure zero in X, we
can assume that
(M (|)$N (|))$(P$Q) for every | # X.
Now let (X, St) be the ergodic flow associated with (Z(M ), % |Z(M )) (cf.
[18]) and represent (X, St) as the flow built under a ceiling function f on
the base transformation T acting on the measure space (Y, &), cf. [14, 4.2]
and also [24, III.3]. Note that f is a strictly positive function in L(X, +).
By construction, we can identify (X, +) with
[(|, t) # Y_R : 0t f (|)]
together with the restriction of &_* where * denotes the Lebesgue measure
on R. We define
(P8 $Q8 )=|

Y
(M (|)$N (|)) d&(|). (5)
Let [%t, |] be the ‘‘auxiliary cocycle’’ (cf. e.g. [9, Sect. 2.2]) associated to
(and determining) %, namely, for t # R and | # X, we have an isomorphism
%t, | : M (|)  M (St |) such that
%t, |(x(|))=%t(x)(St |) for every x=|

X
x(|) d+(|) # M .
Note here that %t, |(N (|))=N (St |) follows automatically. Then as Sf (|) |
=T|, | # Y, we can define %8 # Aut(P8 , Q8 ) by
%8 (x)(T|)=%f (|), |(x(|)) for every | # Y, x=|

Y
x(|) d&(|) # P8 . (6)
Also let
{ =|

Y
{| d&(|) (7)
which is a trace on P8 $Q8 , cf. Eq. (2). Then by the usual argument
[4, 1.6.1] (or see [24, III.2]), which extends to subfactors without change
in the above setting, we get a common discrete decomposition of M$N:
(M$N)$(P8 $Q8 ) <% Z (8)
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and also, using Eqs. (6) and (7), one gets
{ b %8 ${ (9)
where $=inf[e& f (|) : | # Y] # (0, 1).
In fact we can achieve the above common discrete decomposition as
centralizers of common lacunary weights which are preserved under E.
Proposition 4.1. With the above notation, there exist lacunary weights
| on N and / on M which are of infinite multiplicity, and such that
/=| b E, (P8 $Q8 )=M/ $N|).
Proof. Let U be the canonical unitary implementing %8 in the decom-
position of Eq. (8). Then N (respectively M) is generated by elements of the
form
:
n
k=&n
xk Uk
with n # N and with all xk being elements of Q8 (respectively P8 ). Here, we
identify as usual P8 $Q8 with its natural image in M$N. Then the unique
normal faithful conditional expectation F of M onto P8 is given by
F \ :
n
k=&n
xk Uk+=x0 , n # N, x&n , ..., xn # P8
and F |N is the expectation of N onto Q8 . Put /={ b F and |=/|N . Then
by [2, 5.4.3.10] we get all the statements of the proposition except for the
fact that /=| b E. From the definition of F it follows easily that
[E, F]=0, so E(P8 )=Q8 , and it suffices to prove that { b E | P8 ={ .
To see this, note first that by [22] there is a unique conditional
expectation E1 of P8 onto Q8 such that { b E1={ . Then as
(D{ b %8 b E1 : D{ )t=(D{ b %8 b E1 : D{ b E1)t=(D{ b %8 : D{ )t , t # R
we get
{ b %8 b E1 b %8 &1={ b %8 b %8 &1={
and hence [E1 , %8 ]=0 by uniqueness. It follows that there is a conditional
expectation E 1 of M onto N given by
E 1 |P =E1 , E1(U)=U.
In particular [E 1 , F]=0.
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Identifying P8 $Q8 with (P$Q)L(Y, &) and M $N with (P$Q)
L(X, +) it follows by uniqueness of the expectations preserving { and {
that E1 and E both split as E PQ 1, where 1 means the identity on the
appropriate second tensor component, and E PQ preserves the common trace
of P$Q (cf. Eq. (2)).
Hence
E&11 (1)=E
&1(1)=Index(E).
Here, the last equality is proven in [13, p. 461], and the argument given
there also works to prove
Index(E 1)=E &11 (1).
Hence Index(E 1)=Index(E) so that E 1=E by uniqueness of the
minimal expectation. In conclusion,
{ b E |P8 ={ b E1={ ,
and the proposition follows.
We will now prove our main theorem, which was announced in [28, 4.1].
Theorem 4.2. Strongly amenable subfactors of type III0 are completely
classified by their flow of weights.
Proof. We must show that the isomorphism class of an inclusion M$N
as above is determined by its flow of weights. First, notice that by Eq. (5)
and the strong amenability assumption, P8 $Q8 is antiisomorphic to the
weak operator supremum of
[((P8 k & P8 $)B(H)$((P8 k & P8 $1)B(H))]
$((Pk & P$)$(Pk & P$1))B(H)L(Y, &)
with respect to the trace; here, H=l2(Z). However, by Eq. (1).
P8 k & P8 $j=|

Y
M k(|) & M j (|)$ d&(|), k, j0
which is determined by PM$N, as the central decomposition is unique, and
the basespace Y of X depends only on the conjugacy class of (Z(M ), % |Z(M )),
in the sense that for two conjugate flows, we can obviously choose the
same KrengelKubo representation. Hence, by Eq. (8), we just need to
prove that the conjugacy class of %8 as defined in Eq. (7), is determined by
(PM$N, FM$N).
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To achieve this, we consider the auxiliary cocycle for the Z-action %8 ,
namely, for all n # Z and | # Y, the automorphism cn, | # Aut(P, Q) given
by
cn, |(x(|))=%8 n(x)(T n|), x # P8 , | # Y, (10)
cf. Eqs. (5), (6). Here, [cn, |] is a 1-cocycle in the sense that
cn+m, |=cn, Tm| } cm, | , n, m # Z, | # Y. (11)
Now, if % 8 is the Z-action on P8 $Q8 coming from another inclusion
(M $N )=(P8 $Q8 ) <% 8 Z
as above, then define c n, | # Aut(P, Q) as in Eq. (9). We assume that
(PM $N , FM $N )$(PM$N, FM$N).
Then the spaces X and Y as well as the transformation T can be used also
for M $N by the above arguments. To finish the proof, it suffices to prove
that %8 and % 8 are cocycle conjugate Z-actions on PQ8 . For this, we need the
following
Lemma 4.3. With notations as above, and with ( denoting the (relative)
fundamental homomorphism as in [27, 4.1], we have
((cn, |)=((c n, |)
for all n # Z and a.e. | # Y.
Proof. As P and Q carry a common trace due to Eq. (2), we have for
all : # Aut(P, Q):
[P k & Q $, :~ k |P k & Q $]

k=0 $[(Pk & Q$)L
(R), :$k | Pk & Q$ mod(:)]

k=0
for an appropriate unitary perturbation :$ of :, cf. [26, 2.9]. Hence it
suffices to prove
8(cn, |)=8(c n, |), n # Z, a.e. | # Y, (12)
where 8 is Loi’s invariant (cf. [15]), and
mod(cn, |)=mod(c n, |), n # Z, a.e. | # Y. (13)
To prove these identities, we just consider the case n=1, as the general
case will then follow by induction on n, using Eq. (11) together with the
fact that 8 and mod are homomorphisms.
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As we have seen that we may take the same base space and ceiling
function to represent Z(M ) and Z(M ), it is obvious that
{ b %8 (x)=|

Y
e& f (|){|(x(|)) d&(|)={ b % 8 (x)
for all x= Y x(|) d&(|) # P. On the other hand,
{ b %8 (x)=|

Y
{|(%8 (x)(|)) d&(|)=|

Y
{| b c1, T &1|(x(T&1|)) d&(|),
and hence
{T| b c1, |={T| b c 1, | , a.e. | # Y.
Hence (13) follows as we identify M (|)$N (|) with P$Q for all | # Y.
Now, let e1 be the Jones projection for P$Q and put e 1=e1 1 # P1 
L(Y, &). Under the obvious spatial isomorphism } which has
}((P$Q)L(Y, &))=P8
we have
}(e 1)=|

Y
e1(|) d&(|)
where e1(|) is the Jones projection of M (|)$N (|), cf. Eq. (5). Hence by
Eq. (7), }(e 1) is the Jones projection of P8 $Q8 with respect to { , and
P8 1=P8 6 [}(e 1)] is the basic extension of P8 $Q8 . By Eq. (5), we infer
P8 1=|

Y
M (|) 6 [e1(|)] d&(|).
Also, %8 can be extended uniquely to %8 1 # Aut(P8 1 , Q8 ) such that %8 1(}(e 1))=
}(e 1), cf. [10, 1.7] where factoriality is not assumed. Then it is clear that
the Z-cocycle c1n, | : M (|)1  M (T
n|)1 defining %8 1 is equal to (cn, |)1 , the
extension of cn, | determined by the condition
(cn, |)1 (e1(|))=}(e1(T n|)).
Thus we have:
%8 (x)(T|)=(c1, |)1 (x(|)), x # P8 1 , | # Y. (14)
On the other hand, let for all | # Y
(%f (|), |)1 : M (|)1  M (T|)1
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be the extension of %f (|), | defined by e1(|) [ e1(T|) as above. Then it is
easy to see that the auxiliary cocycle of %1 satisfies
%1f (|), |=(%f (|), |)1 , | # Y
so that
%8 1(x)(T|)=%1f (|), |(x(|)), x # P8 1 , | # Y.
Inserting in (14) yields
%1f (|), |(x(|))=(c1, |)1 (x(|)), x # P8 1 , | # Y. (15)
We assume that PM$N=PM $N and that
%1s |M 1 & N $=%
1
s |M 1 & N $ .
By (15) we thus have
(c1, |)1 |P1 & Q$=(c 1, |)1 | P1 & Q$ .
Obviously we can get this for (c1, |)k on Pk & Q$ for all k in the same
way, which proves (12).
We shall further need the so-called cohomology Lemma [3, 1.7.4], that
we include for the readers convenience. A proof of this fact can be found
in [9, Appendix].
Lemma 4.4 (Bures et al.). Let G be a hyperfinite ergodic principal
measured grouped with underlying measure space X=G(0), and let *1 , *2 be
two Bored homomorphisms of G into a Polish group G. Suppose there is a
normal subgroup H of G such that ’ b *1=’ b *2 , where ’ : G  GH is the
identification map. Then there exists Borel maps h : G  H and p : X  H
such that
*2(#)=h(#) p(r(#)) *1(#) p(s(#))&1, # # G, (16)
where r, s : G  X are the range and souce maps of G, respectively.
End of the proof of Theorem 4.2. According to [27, Sect. 4], ( : Aut(P, Q)
 Aut(PP$Q) is a homomorphism with kernel Int(P, Q). Hence using
Lemma 4.3, we get [:n, | : n # Z, | # Y]Int(P, Q) such that
c n, |=:n, | } cn, | , n # Z, | # Y.
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We now use the cohomology Lemma above on our situation in the
following way:
G=[(|, T n|) : | # Y, n # Z];
G=Aut(P, Q) ; H=Int(P, Q);
*1(|, T n|)=cn, | , n # Z, | # Y;
*2(|, T n|)=c n, | , n # Z, | # Y.
Here *1 and *2 are homomorphisms due to Eq. (11). Note also that in
this case,
r(|, T n|)=| and s(|, T n|)=T n|
for | # Y and n # Z. The Lemma then means that cn, | and c n, | are cohomo-
logous, i.e., %8 and % are cocycle conjugate as Z-actions (cf. [9, 2.2.10]; this
follows by writing out (16) with the above data).
Then by Eq. (9) and [5, III.5.3] we see that %8 and % are in fact conjugate
Z-actions on P8 $Q8 . This completes the proof.
Using Eq. (4), we get
Corollary 4.5. The isomorphism class of a strongly amenable subfactor
M$N of type III0 is determined by
(1) The paragroup of the factorial part of the core in the continuous
decomposition,
(2) The common ConnesTakesaki flow space (=Z(M )) of M and N
(3) An R-action on the tensorproduct of (1) and (2) given by the
restriction of dual actions.
The point of this formulation of the theorem is that the isomorphism
question for type III0-subfactors reduces to classification problems of lower
complexity ((1) and (2)) together with some sort of combination (3). In
fact, if the minimal index of M$N is 4, then the possible values of (1)
are completely determined and there are countably many (and, by Corollary 3.8,
the index condition also ensures that the classification applies). The values
of (2) and (3) are uncountable in number regardless of the index, but (2)
is just measure theory. From a subfactor viewpoint, the interesting and new
object is thus (3).
Another consequence is that we can detect trivial splitting of the
inclusion as follows. This provides an analogue of [28, Eq. (10)].
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Corollary 4.6. Let M$N be as above and consider Eq. (4). Then
(PM$N, FM$N)=(PP$Q PM, 1FM)
if and only if
(M$N)$(P$Q)M.
Proof. The ‘‘if ’’ part of the statement is trivial. The ‘‘only if ’’ part
follows from the ‘‘if ’’ part and Theorem 4.2.
A subfactor A$B is called strongly stable if it is conjugate to
AR$BR where R is the hyperfinite factor of type II1 . This property
has many implications for the structure of M$N and in particular of
Aut(M, N), cf. [16, Sect. 4]. It is well known that strongly amenable
subfactors of type II1 are strongly stable.
Corollary 4.7. Strongly amenable subfactors of type III0 are strongly
stable.
Proof. Clearly the relative flow of weights as well as strong injectivity
are preserved when we tensor these inclusion by R. Then the claim follows
from Theorem 4.2.
Of course, the same is true in the type III*(0<*<1) case, cf. [28, 3.2].
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